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Sophomore's condition upgraded
Volume 84, Issue 45

JMU sports show support for
recovering field hockey player
BY WES SHAW
*teK writer

Just after 1 a.m. on Sunday, sophomore
field hockey standout Meghan Bain was struck
by a car on Neff Avenue, near the Sun Chase
and Stonegate apartment complexes. She was
airlifted to University of Virginia hospital in
Charlottesville where she remained in surgical
intensive care unit through Sunday.
She was initially listed in critical condition,
although her status was upgraded to good
Tuesday.
"We're not quite sure of the extent of the
injury," JMU field hockey coach Antoinette
Lucas said. "Ever -2 hours something happens
that kind of surprises us, but I can say she is

doing very, very, very well."
In 2006, womensfieldhockey.com awarded
Bain the National Rookie of the Year award.
Bain was also named a
Third Team All-American
and was honored as
the
Colonial
Athletic
Association Rookie of the
Year.
As soon as news of
the accident reached the
JMU community, coaches
and players of fellow
JMU sports teams acted
swiftly.
JMU football coach ,om
Mickey Matthews and his wife, Kay, visited
Bain in the hospital JMU Athletic Director
Jeff Bourne did the same, according to Lucas.
She also said Bourne had already been over
to visit "a couple of times" by early Tuesday
morning.

Master's program
extended to Koanoke
BY KAHE THISDELL
senior writer

Roanoke residents now have the
opportunity to receive a degree from JMU
without leaving the area. The Roanoke
Higher Education Center has partnered
with JMU to offer a master's degree in
public administration.
The Outreach Programs Department
wanted to help meet the needs in Roanoke,
said Gary Kirk, the Roanoke program
coordinator and professor of public policy
and administration at JMU. The Master
of Public Administration degree is in
high demand, but there are no current
programs available in Roanoke." he said.
The MPA faculty felt that as a state
university we have some responsibility
to reach out to communities beyond our
immediate area. Since we have an existing
MPA program, we felt that we would be
able to offer the program in Roanoke
without compromising our on-campus
program."
Tom McKeon, Executive Director
of RHEC, said the center had a similar
program with Virginia Tech when the
program first began a few years ago.
However, Va. Tech ended its program
because it thought the campus was close
enough to Roanoke that it was no longer
needed.

Softball coach Katie Flynn also gave Lucas a
call on Monday to show her support as soon as
she got word of the accident.
"I was just reaching out to say, 'Hey, I'm
sorry, and if there's anything [the softball team)
or I can do to help, let me know,'" Flynn said.
Swim and dive coach Samantha Smith's
team put together a card to send to Bain in the
hospital to let her know that she was in their
thoughts and had their support.
"When one of our teammates or athletes at
JMU is struggling, regardless of what sport it is,
it's good to have support from fellow athletes,"
Smith said. "So our girls just got a card put
together and are sending it to her to show that
support."
The accident hit close to home for all
athletics programs at JMU, as many think of
themselves as one collective athletic group.
"We are one big family in athletics," Flynn
said. "At JMU we are all very close with our
athletes and our athletes' parents."
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EIGHT DECADES OF CONTRIBUTION

"We felt there was an ongoing need
here," McKeon said. "For people working
full-time, it's not so easy to get to a
campus."
Christina Brannan, an accountant for
the city of Salem, located outside Roanoke,
plans to enroll in the program.
"I think that the program will be
beneficial, because once a career is
started it is very difficult to get back into
school full-time," she said. "An outreach
program offers the best of both worlds.
One can remain in their current position
and still receive a quality education from
a good university."
Brannan said she has been looking for
an MPA program, and is excited about the
new partnership.
"JMU has a good educational
reputation, and I love that the actual
campus is relatively local to me compared
to other universities who offer an MPA,"
she said.
RHEC has held two open houses
for students, and it has begun receiving
applications for the program. Kirk hopes
to have at least 15 students commit by the
end of the semester.
As a traditional MPA program,
courses cover public management,
budgeting, human resource management.
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Hungry to help feed Valley
»Y KATIE THISDELL
senior wrrter
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The Psychology Peer Advising Group wants to rid the world of hunger one dollar
.it .1 time.

Members are hosting the fifth annual Food Fight Against Hunger on campus to
collect nonperishable food items and money to donate to the Blue Ridge Area Food
Bank and the international Mercy Corps.
"Last year, we raised $2,000 in two days, and 1,200 pounds of food," senior
organizer Jesse Tarr said. "We hope that it goes up this year. Our lowest goal is 1,500
pounds, but we really hope it's even higher.
Students will collect donations Thursday and Friday on the Commons from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., and at Festival from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. They will also collect at off-campus
locations, such as at grocery stores, to involve the wider community.
The Food Fight program began five years ago when the advising group began
discussing ways to help the community.
'The students have so much energy," said Dr. Bill Evans the group's advisor. They
have a natural inclination to want to serve. They just want to do more."
Junior event organizer Evan Witt said that service is one of the Psychology Peer
Advisor's core values.
"We pride ourselves on helping the school and the community," he said.

An Education at JMU
Proves Ageless
BY TIM CHAPMAN
senior writer
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A year ago, junior Ibrahim La may was in
serious jeopardy of losing the opportunity to
continue his education at JMU.
A Nigerian native. Lamay was paying outof-state tuition when his father received a
sizable pay cut at his job as an accountant for
the Nigerian foreign affairs ministry.
The triple major - who studies international
affairs, economics and French - shopped
around and applied for scholarships with the
JMU Office of International Programs.
"A lot of the scholarships available to
international students are not really going to
give you anything, because most of them are
through outside parties and they're not really
that substantial," Lamay said.
Shortly after applying, Lamay was notified
that he was the recipient of a "substantial"
scholarship. Through the generosity of 94-yearold Inez Roop, he received $4,000 in the name
of her parents and the Charles S. and Bertha
Mast-Graybeal Memorial Scholarship.
Last Friday, students had the opportunity
to meet their donors at a luncheon for the most

Senior Jew Ton (right) is JMU's No I tennis ployer ond on organizer for the Food Fight Against Hunger
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generous and frequent contributors to the
school.
Roop, a 1935 graduate of what was then the
State Teachers College at Harrisonburg, was
recognized at the gathering, along with her late
husband, Ralph, for being the first cumulative
$1 million donors.
Lamay scoured through the more than 400
guests at the Festival Ballroom for the chance
to meet a stranger who cared enough to help
somebody she may have never met.
"It was awesome," Lmi.iv said. "I feel in
some ways you feel this is for (the donors)
so they could see what they're doing for the
students, but it kind of hit me later that this
also is for us. When you see that these people
are putting their money, their time and energy
into JMU, it makes you not want to take JMU
for granted.
"I just wanted to make sure she knew that
there was somebody who was grateful for what
she did."
Roop has been grateful too. Over the last
eight decades she has continued to give back to
JMU and not just with money.
see I00f, ttes 3
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MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • DVDS • ADUL" NOVELTIES

•All Shoes- 50% off

CLASSIFIEDS

- Go to uwui.rnc6retw.on, and dick on the classified link or come into the office weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
— Coat: $5 for the first 10 words. $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10 per column
inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
- Classifieds must be paid in advance in 77ie Breeze office.

CORRECTION
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Visit us at our new location
on Deyerle Avenue!

I 111! Sen;,

In the March 17 Issue of The Breeze, the article "Weeklong Thanksgiting Break to replace Fall Break
in 08" incorrectly stated that dining halls and dormitories will be open during Thanksgiving Break.
The university will remain open for employees in the beginning of the week.
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WHERE DO
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► GOING?
What are you working towards? or***™

Thursday 20th The Pub's I st Techno Partyl
Come Out and Enjoy the Fun!
Fllday 21St Heather Edwards Band
Country Rock at its Best!!

Saturday 22nd

is just the start of your professional climb But fortunately, you have the drive and
perseverance to take yourself where you need to go. Now all you need Is Ameriprise
Financial to start your future off right. Already a leader in the financial planning
industry, with more than 2.8 million individual, business and institutional clients,
we're only going forward. Here, your income will be limited only by your ability to
perform. No wonder we made the Top 20 on BusinessWeek's 2006 list of Best Places
to Launch a Career.'
Ameriprise Financial will be visiting your campus soon in search of the best and
brightest Financial Advisors ot tomorrow. Are you ready?

Join u» for an Information MMlon:

REFLEX-mM

Thursday, March 27 at 5 p.m.
Sonnor Presentation Room

Best in 80's Rock!

Ready to apply? EmaM your resume to arneHprhwOorrtampiis.com or visit amariprkve.com.

Coming March 27th!
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Designers take on reconstruction
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BY LAURFN HEMSH
conltikuting writBt
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Thirteen girls took their interior
design skills on the road ewer Spring
Break traveling to Alabama to help
reconstruct two run-down structures
and gain hands-on experience.
JMU's chapter of the International
Interior Design Association combined
its passion for design and community
service through a student-led trip to
Hale County, Ala. After learning about
Rural Studio's innovative projects in
its History of Modem Architecture
class. JMU IIP A members decided
they wanted their chapter to get
involved.
1IDA President and senior Alii
Smith planned the trip.
"Having it strictly run by students,
it was hard to organize everything
and make sure every little detail was
taken care of because we didn't know
what we could (do up along the way."
she said.
Heather Roberts, who organizes
trips for Alternate Spring Break, was
able to help Smith figure out what
forms needed to be filled out and how
to budget the trip. The cost was $275

per person including food, transportation, shirts and thank you gifts. The
group also donated money to the
Greensboro Baptist Church who gave
the group a free place to stay.
They fed us dinner and invited us
to all their functions without expecting anything in return," said Emily
Thornton, events coordinator. They
were so open and welcoming."
The organization sent almost 200
letters to architecture and design
firms, sales groups and manufacturers
around the country asking for funding
assistance. Rve donations were secured
from Washington. D.C., Harrisonburg,
Iowa and the West Virginia/Virginia
chapter of the IIDA.
Rural Studio is a program at
Auburn University, where second-andfourth-year students divide up into
teams to design and construct homes
and other community buildings.
Their designs arc very eccentric
and conventional materials are most
certainly not used." senior Ann Miller
said. "For instance, some of their
houses have license plates, old carpets
and ripped up cardboard as building
facets and insulation."
Students in the program are

expected to investigate different pjaj
for materials as a way of recycling and
saving money since the projects are
completed in poverty-stricken communities.
"It was amazing to see students
much like ourselves actually physically
build their projects." Miller said. They
don't just leam how materials work and
how to install plumbing and electricity
in lecture class, they actually research
how to and do it themselves."
Thornton said members found the
experience rewarding as both designers
and citizens.
"A lot of people in IIDA do community service, so it was nice to combine
the service with design." Thornton said.
-Rural Studk) also uses a lot of recyclable materials which was interesting
too because a lot of us are interested in
green design. It's a big misconception
that design and architecture is for the
wealthy but it shows that it can make
such a big difference in people's lives."
The group spent the first day touring Hale County and the surrounding area where they saw completed
Rural Studio projects. For the rest of
the week, they were split into two teams
and worked with thesis students from

Auburn University. ()ne group worked
on a Boys and Girls Club facility in
Akron.
"It was really cool to see the design
and what they took into account for
making the space functional for kids."
Thornton said.
The group painted, did metal
flashing on the roof and cut and
hauled lumber.
"Some of the guvs and girls seemed
skeptical about us working really hard
because we were a group of interior
design girls," Thornton said.
The other group worked on Uons
Park, a pre-existing space that the
county and city both owned. Rural
Studio worked as an intermediary,
finding common goals and functionalizing the space.
"It was fun because we got to
use sledgehammers and power tools."
Smith said. "I was really sore. We
were glorified construction workers."
Thornton said IIDA members
hope to participate in future years
"I feel like we all want to go back
and \isit and get people to go and work
there," Thornton said. "It's nice to
actually combine what we an- learning,
community service and giving back."
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Freshman class president Bennett Resnick said
he thinks it's easy to be passionate about eliminating
poverty, but it's more important to follow through.
As co-founder of the non-profit organization.
Key for Hope. Resnick followed through.
Key for Hope is a non profit organization that
collects unused keys, melts them down and sells
the metal to recycling companies to raise money for
health care facilities in southern Africa.
"One key may not seem like much, but to a family that has nothing, it could mean everything," cofounder Ralph Greenberg, 45, of Avon, Mass., said.
Greenberg and Resnick started Key for Hope in
2006.

"Our idea was a simple one," Greenberg said.
"We had to think of something that people have. Not
a lot of people have money for charity, but everyone

has keys."
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at Kents Hill School in Maine and have raised
more than $20,000 dollars through keys and private donations so far.
"It's exciting that it has taken off so fast,"
Resnik said. "We're such a new non profit, but
we've talked it up a lot and have tried to get the
word out as best we can."
As class president, Resnick has used his voice
to attract the attention of JMU students.
"Being involved in the program is great," Dan
Smolkin, freshman class counsil member said.
"We're very eager to enlighten students on the
cause."
Resnik has not only implemented the program at JMU, but has contacted other OBtanUM
about starring programs of their own.
"I'm talking to Virginia Tech and UVA right
now to see if they would consider implementing

the program on their campuses,' Resnik said
BoCtliL Hit
ikn tried
triml contacting
"lillliMinn i>ntiit\ritiin,
.ni'li
Resnik
has also
celebrities such
Alicia Keys to back Key for Hope, but with no
response, he is still searching.
"A lot of celebrities already have their own agenda," Resnik said. "But a non profit starts to get huge
when a celebrity becomes invorved."
Resnik and Greenberg hope to take Key for Hope
to a national level and want to eventually provide key
sorting jobs for the homeless of Massachusetts.
"My goal has always been to help the underdog."
Greenberg said "I want Key for Hope to help as many
people as possible."
Key for Hope is currently focused on building hospitals and updating existing facilities in Namibia. The
program will help other African countries once healthcare goals are met in Namibia.
Resnik and Greenberg plan on touring Africa next
year to meet with govemn »ent officials to discuss in iplementing Key for Hope programs in their countries.

R00P: 94-year-old continues to support alma mater
ROOT, from front
E0UCATED TO EDUCATM

Bom Inez Graybeal in 1921. she
grew up outside of Christiansburg,
V.i. on an 800-acre farm with her
parents, two brothers and a sister.
After graduating from Christ iansburg
High School she was set on going to
Randolph Macon Women's College,
but with a brother at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute - now Virginia
Tech - and her younger sister
entering college the following year,
Graybeal had to settle on the less
expensive school.
"But I only ch<»se Harrisonburg
because I had too many cousins
from southwest Virginia who went
to Radford," Roop said. "And they
would come spend the weekends
with us and tell me all the bad things
about college. So I said III never go to
Radford."
Kducation was valued strongly
in her family. Her father graduated
from the George Peabody College
for Teachers at Vanderbilt and her
mother from Martha Washington
College in Abington, Va. Her father
WMttr able to pursue teaching once
he realized two teacher salaries would
not be enough to support his family.
So he began fanning
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Graybeal came to Harrisonburg
initially wanting to major in music,
but switched to English. The campus
was small, consisting only of a few
of the buildings that are on today's
Quad.
"Only the main campus (existed!
when I was here," Roopsaid. "Johnston
Hall was in the process of being built.
In the last part of my senior year I
moved over to Johnston Hall."
After graduation, she spent a year
teaching sixth grade in Covington
and two years teaching at Riner High
School in Montgomery County. She
then married Ralph Roop, a high
school acquaintance who graduated
from Virginia Tech and got a master's
degree from Cornell University.
Ralph got a job with Southern
States, a
farming cooperative,
and quickly became the head of its
petroleum department. They had two
daughters, Nancie and Pat. and moved
to Baltimore.
"At that time in the middle of the
Depression if the one person in the
family had a good paying job the other
person could not have a good paying
job," Roop said. "So he was well paid
with Southern States Cooperative."
Inez and Ralph both stayed in touch
with their respective alma maters and
contributed as often as they could.

RETURN TO 00U.EY MADISON UNIVERSITY?

Forget all of the money she's poured
into JMU; Roop said that her most
important contribution happened while
a member of the Board of Visitors.
Still active in the school community,
Roop was appointed by Gov. Mills E.
Godwin Jr. to the Madison College
Board of Visitors for 197478 and was
reappointed by Gov. John N. Dahon for
1980-84.
As the institution continued to
grow, the state was willing to approve
an initiative to rename the school as a
university.
When the board deliberated over
the new name in 1977, many of Hs
menilxTs agreed that DoDey Madison
- the wife of Founding Father James
Madison - would he fitting; Roop found
it unsuitable.
The board was talking about Dolley
Madison and we just started having
men as students then as day students"
Roop remembered. "OK, now I said
we have male students we cant name it
IJolley Madison, I move that we name
it James Madison. And they voted to
accept that."
Ralph and Inez Invent seen any of
their children, grandchildren or greatgrandchildren go to JMU but they
continued giving to the school. They

Four local bands are gearing up for the fourth
annual Battle of the Bands: Rock for CASA next
Wednesday night, March 26, to battle for a $100
prize further education about abused and neglected
children in the area.
Professional business fraternity Pi Sigma
Epsilon will be hosting the event at the Pub at 8
p.m. as a fundraiser for Court Appointed Special
Advocates for Children.
CASA is a program that supports and promote
volunteer advocacy for abused and neglected
children so they can grow up in a sale home
"Some of the children suffered tremendous
hardship like abusive parents, or not having a warm
place to shvp." said senior Amanda Maurer, head ot
the Battle of the Bands committee. "But thanks in
CASA volunteers, the children went 00 to overcome
adversity and became productive adults
Pi Sigma Epsilon Wanted to host the event after
hearing about all of the children that CASA had
worked with.
The brothers of Pi Sigma Epsilon were touched
by the stories of the children who have been helped
by CASA." Maurer said. "We believe the organization does a great deal of good for the community but
often goes unnoticed."
While the event has been successful during the
past three years, raising $400 to $500. "this year
we have gone above and beyond and hope to double
those numbers," Maurer said.
The bands will be competing tor | top pn/«
of $100. These bands include Blatant Vibe, True
Currency. Mike Smith and The Avenue The winner
will be determined by the audience
"Participating in this Battle of the Bands is
U exciting opportunity." said senior Julian Astri.
Blatant Vibe band member. "We get to help a good
cause and spread out music all in one motion."
The event will also give away prize donations
from raffles.
This adds a little more fun to the night other
than the amazing performances," said sophomore
Theresa Finley, a brother of Pi Sigma Epsilon.
Sponsors include Bangorang Productions. Cobb
Technologies, Mr. J's Bagels host on Beanery and
laughing Dog Productions.
"Battle of the Bands is a fun-filled evening
of live music, free raffles and great people, said
sophomore Christabelle Darby, a brother oi PI
Sigma Epsilon.
Admission is $10 with a T-shirt or $5 without
All proceeds will go to CASA.
Junior Ricardo hearing, a member of HM
Avenue, will bl there to join in on the leMnitiev
"It's going to be a fun night and it's going to a
great cause."
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split their philanthropic efforts with
Virginia Tech. where Ralph went,
and Randolph Macon, where their
daughters went. Roop did admit that
if football games coincided they went
to Blacksburg to see the Hokies.
"She could've given her money
to whoever she wanted to, but for
whatever reason she chose JMU, and
somehow it ended up with me." Lamay
said.
As the ballroom emptied and
(entennial Week came to a close,
the closing of a life full of devotion to
JMU became a reality for Inez and her
daughter, Pat.
"One of the things Mother said to
me when we were setting off yesterday
from Richmond... was that this was
probably her last excursion." Pat said.
"She was really happy that her last
excursion would be to JMU."
Roop lives in a retirement home in
Richmond and laughed when Pat retokl
bilked about her mother's comments.
"I'm 94 years old, soon to be 95," she
said. "And I don't have much longer to
live."
But Roop will beastapk- at JMU for
centuries to come, whether in the halls
of the building named after her or in the
spirit of giving she helped create in what,
for her. was just the State Teachers
College at Harrisonburg.

Local bands perform to aid
abused and neglected children
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FOOD FIGHT: 115,000 in service area struggling
FOOD FIGHT, from (root
Through the help of either

sponsors associated with the
lwo relief organizations, each
dollar equals an average of $22
in aid.
All nonperishahle itemsth;it
the Peer Advising Group receives
an- given directly to the Pood
Bank. Monetary donations m
split evenly between the Food
Hank and Mercy Corps.
The Food Bank serves the
surrounding counties from
its Verona. Va., headquarters.
It operates on a grtxvry store
system where customers mast
demonstrate need to receive the
lire services,according

Food donations then re-stock
the shelves, as well as help with
other programs.
"When we drive the food to
the bank with the donations. ».
have a caravan of cars with the
I ninks dragging on the ground."
Tarr said. "But this give?, you a
good feeling."
More than 115.000 people in
the service area live at or below
the poverty level and struggle
with food insecurity according to
its Website.
"Hunger is a bigger problem
than most people realize," Kvans
said. "A krt of times we IOM
perspective on how well we haw
it in the world and our society.

This has grown into a more
deliberate effort to raise money
and to raise awareness."
Mercy Corps ensures that
more than 90 percent of its
donations go directl> toward aid
across the world, rather than to
administrative costs, according
to Evans.
"It's tremendous that we can
guarantee more money goes to
the people that need it," he said.
Though
many
groups
collect donations for different
organizations throughout the
year, Tan* said that does not
deter their mission.
"It's a good competition
liecause the more effort people

put in, the closer we get to solving
the problem," Tarr said.
Evans hopes the program will
one day move beyond JMU and
become a competition between
colleges. Last year. Virginia Tech
participated in the program, but
did not continue.
The advisers also solicit
donations from area businesses
and grocery stores. They usually
give gift cards that are then used
to purchase food items.
"I wish, and know, we could
do more, but for whatever
reason people don't give," Evans
said. "We have great potential if
people coukl realize what a huge
need there is."

30 S. Main St
Next To Jess' Quick Lunch

433-3366
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6
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ROANOKE: Classes taught via video
ROANOKE. From front

policy and ethics. Students must
complete 36 hours plus an in
lernship. hut ,tnvone with significant professional experience
does not need to complete the
internship. All students in RoaBofci will enroll in a public and
nonprofit management concentration.
The classes will be taught \ i.i
a compressed video format that
could be challenging to adjust to

at first, according to Kirk. Faculty will visit RHKC throughout
the semester.
McKeon said that RHEC
currently offers more than 200
programs through partnerships
who other institutions.
He said. This enriches the
degree of choices people have
for educational programs, which
then helps with professional development and even career advancement.''

Interested in
writing for The
Breeze?
E-mail us at
breezenews@gmail. com.

Harrisonburg's Off Campus Luxury Living

Conveniently Located
Only 11'2 Blocks from JMU Campus
4 Bedrooms:: 4'< Baths:: 2 Laundry Rooms:: Granite Countertops
Fitness Facility:: Pool:: Basketball a Volleyball Courts
Security Cameras:: Great Location :: And Much More

Lease NOW For Fall 20081
42" Plasma Television Furnished In Each Unit*
Furniture Package Available
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Happy Birthday, Are we a nation of torturers?

Iraq War

American public is left out of the loop on Congressional debate over tactics
In survey information recently released by the Pew Research Center and printed in 77ie Washington Post, it became
clear that more Americans were able to name the often forgotten position of Federal Reserve Chairman - as well as the
president of Venezuela - than could remember even a ballpark figure for total U.S. casualties in the Iraq War.
As the U.S. looks back on five years of the war and commemorates a death toll soon to eclipse the 4,000 mark, who
would have thought the conflict would receive as little attention as it does today?
Unfortunately, this ineptitude has manifested itself in other areas as well. last week, the House of Representatives failed
to gain the two-thirds majority necessary to override President
Bush's seventh veto during his presidency. As with the recent
surveillance bill, which Bush insisted should include immunity
for telecommunications companies who aided in illegal wiretapping, this bill divided Congress along party lines.
The American public, for all intents and purposes, seems
to have let yet another liberty-squashing measure come to
fruition in what our politicians so adamantly remind us is
a "time of war" in which average citizens are called upon to
make sacrifices. But must these sacrifices include the very
ideals that have served as the backbone of our governmental
structure since its inception?

Wednesday marked the fifth year of America's
presence in Iraq, touted as an integral part of the
war on terror.
Despite the distractions of the current campaign,
the question of how the candidates will handle the
war cannot be ignored. What's the plan? Check out
these quotes from ABC News.
■■ We cannot ploce the burden of a new national security
strategy on our military alone.
We must integrate our diplomatic, information, economic
ond military power. JJ
DRAMA
UUHIW

Thoughtful and measured, an
inspiring call to - wait, what
didhesau?

M Sen. McCain will
gladly accept the torch and
stay the course, keeping
troops in Iraq for 100 more
years if necessary ...Another
choice is Sen. Obamo, who
has promised to bring combat
troops out in 16 months. But
according to his foreign policy adviser, you can't count on
him to do that. ■■

<.(.

There are certain basic principles
which our civilization has embraced
since our nation's birth - torture is not
one of them.
5?

CLINTON
Bush's latest veto also involved the powers of the executive in dealing with the war on terror. The bill in question had
authorized intelligence spending for agencies such as the CIA
and had put in place a requirement that all interrogations of
terrorism suspects be conducted according to the U.S. Army
Field Manual. This was seen as an attempt to prohibit the
CIA from performing waterboarding — a technique simulating drowning — which the agency has admitted to using on
several occasions.
The White House has said that interrogators should not be
limited to the methods spelled out in the Army Field Manual
and has repeatedly stated that the technique known as waterboarding has been deemed legal by the attorney general.
Remember that crony with the devilish smile who failed to
answer questions from Congress as his career went down in a
ball of flames? That would be Alberto Gonzales, the attorney
general who authorized such measures.
Despite intense pressure from human rights organizations
and the Democratic Congress, President Bush has towed the
line on this new stance concerning interrogations. Unfortunately, this veto has far greater consequences than does the
surveillance bill. For it is now clear to the entire world that

Attack campaigns are so 1992.
■■ If we pull out of Iraq
then obviously the Iranian influence is dramatically increased,
ol Qaeda has greater influence
ond endangers the region dramatically and the U.S. image
ond security challenges are dramatically increased. ■■

MCCAIN

Breaking news: third generation war veteran likes war.

fhstts ol fflwnw, Clinton and UcCam cowlny si WtiHy/M
rW pholop/ophers Melino Man, Tracy A. Woodward and Kevin
(lurk, niaechwry

Submit Dart* St I'ttts online at thebreeze.org or e-mail
to hreezedpffthormail.com. Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously and are printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions are based upon one
person s opinion of a given situation, person or
event, and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

the United States can and will utilize torture in pursuit of its
national interest.
Some balk at calling waterboarding torture, yet our
Special Forces members are forced to endure such techniques during training simply because it is meant to
prepare them for such forms of torture if they are
captured. Even Republican presidential nominee
Sen. John McCain, himself a victim of torture,
has deemed waterboarding a form of torture
and opposed the latest veto.
Amid this battle between the executive
and legislative branches, the American
public is left largely unaware of the issues involved. American soldiers, if they
had not been prior to this as a result of
issues like Abu Gharib and Guantanamo Bay, are now pushed further into
harm's way and risk being tortured
themselves. Aside from this additional
risk, the U.S. will lose international
credibility and be deemed a hypocrite
when criticizing the human rights violations of others.
This is what we as a nation stand
to lose by practicing torture on detainees. Yet the administration insists it has gained vital information
through the utilization of such tactics. We as concerned citizens must
ask how many instances occurred
in which no information was gained.
How many new enemies did we create
in the process? And is the information
attained through torture even reliable?
As events of the last five years prove,
the time for blind faith in our executive
branch is over. There are certain basic
principles which our civilization has
embraced since our nation's birth —
torture is not one of them. So why do
we let our leaders run rampant with
their own assumptions about
what should and should not
be employed in our current conflict?
If torture is so
vitally important
to our safety and
our success in
the war on terror,
then let us quit
beating around
the bush and say
so. If we are to
alter our culture t o accept such violations of basic human rights, then the least the American public deserves is an honest, open
and forthright debate on the subject.
Patrick Callahan is a senior political
science major.

A "learn-your-history" dart to The Breeze editors for using the title
of a racist film as a front page headline.
From a now-slightly-less-proud graduating senior who's looking
forward to the Triumph of the Will" headline.
A "fast-food-is-an-understatement" pat to the South Main Wendy's.
From a group of sophomore guys who had our delicious value
menu selections in our hands before we even handed you our cash.
A "way-to-say-that-you re-branching-out" dart to JMU for still
inviting mainly business-related companies to the career fair.
From an annoyed psychology major who thought JMU was a
liberal arts school.
A "why-didn't-you-just-take-it-out-of-her-purse?" dart to the girl
who picked up money she saw someone else drop and shrugged off
returning it.
From God, who wants to remind you to be a good Samaritan or
you'll end up burning for all eternity.

A "you-ARE-the-Cbermensch" pat to the guy in my philosophy
class who donned a speedo and cape during his presentation.
From a fellow classmate who now counts you among Nietzsche,
Beethoven and Caesar.
A "get-over-yourseir dart to the seniors complaining about the
purple graduation robes.
From a proud senior who thinks if you can't show your pride on
your last day at JMU. you never bled purple to begin with.

The Ever-Social Darwin

An "I-completely-agree-with-you" pat to the student who darted
Parking Services for giving out an excessive number of tickets.
From another student who knows how many parking tickets
they've given out since August and knows that they are raking in the
money.
An "I-don't-Uke-to-litter" dart to whoever chooses where to put the
cigarette butt containers.
From two smokers who don t see one anywhere near Miller Hall.

By Charles deGrazia, Kenny lass, Jr., and Max Fisher

Hey Darwin, your
parents really must
have respected CharlesJ
Darwin to name you
after him.
Not really.

TWE

Why'dthey
name you of ter)
him then?
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My parents believe in creatiomsm

Letters to the Editor
Clarifying the cookie confusion
Regarding the column in Monday's Opinion section
about Girl Seoul cookies, someone needs to help out
disappointed Sean. Actually, most people from this area
have never heard of Samoas, they are known regionally
as Caramel delites. It has been that way ever since I
was a Brownie Scout 10 years ago and even before then.
Also, Sean needs to know that, yes, the horrifying future
he described has actually already been realized: His beloved Tagalongs have primarily been regionally known
as Peanut Butter Pattii■
Sean should not be worried, though. This is the way
the Girl Scout Cookie Fundraiser has always worked.
Cookies are named differently throughout the country: same cookies, just with varying names. Also, it is
up to the specific councils to determine which cookies
they want to sell There was even an attempt to cover
the market by selling cheese crackers; however, people
learned to stick with the tradition of selling cookies.
I have conversations about all these stories and
compare cookies and names with other people, even
with many older family members reminiscing about
their days of cookie sales. Sean needs to know that all
is okay. As consumers of these wonderful cookies we
should feel privileged to try new things and can become more literate by learning to use the names interchangeably; it really does allow for some good stories
to share, especially over some good Girl Scout cookies
and milk.
Iilh MI Alder
freshman, math major

Editorial Policies
Response to all opinions published in The Breeze are welcomed and encouraged. Uiters should be no longer than
250 words, must include a name, academic year, major
and phone number for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopinionfp'gmail.com. Ihe Breeze reserves the right
to edit all submissions for length and grammatical style.
KdHorial Board:
Mary Frances Oarsty. editor in chief
Evan D)u*i. managing editor
Anna Young.opinion editor
The opinion* in ihi\ .section do not MCtUOrih reflect
the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
lames \1tiJi\nn I'nnrrMtx

The Opinion section is looking for
a creative cartoonist that's knowladgeable abont political ctttoonfl
an.l has art.Mi<- exparieneft
E-mail bimnoplnioB@gmruLcom
for more in forma I ion.
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By Meghan Robertson, Nutrition Intern. Office of Health Promotion, UHC
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The Power to Surprise"

"Quality, Inexpensive
Cars &SUVs for Everyone!"
y'lui- I ■ 111!
«r- 3340 S. Main Street
1£> Harnsonburg, VA 22801
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While it is always important to watch your diet, what you eat immediately following a workout is especially
important because it effects how well and how fast your body recovers Research has shown that consuming
carbohydrates in combination with protein, shortly after exercise helps restore depleted nutrients within your
body's muscles and, in that way. enhances recovery
Here's how it works Once eaten, carbohydrates are broken down into smaller sugars and are stored in
your muscles in the form of glycogen Dunng exercise, your body uses this stored glycogen as its main source of
energy Therefore it is essential to restore any lost glycogen within your muscle if you wish to continue performing
at an optimal level
Eating a combination of carbohydrates and protein is more effective at restoring muscle glycogen than
consuming carbohydrates alone The reason for this greater rate of recovery with the addition of protein is still
being studied We know that insulin is needed in the production of muscle glycogen - some research suggests that
the additional protein results in a greater insulin response while other studies suggest that the greater insulin
response is merely due to the additional calories provided by the protein Either way. protein after exercise is
important to restore glycogen and to rebuild muscle tissue that may have been damaged
The recommended ratio of carbohydrates to protein is 4 1 (four grams of carbohydrate for every one gram
of protein) Most people will not measure out this exact ratio, so. in terms of food. I would recommend eating
something as simple as a peanut butter sandwich on whole wheat bread, or an apple with cheese Other food
ideas include: granola bar. trail mix. goldfish crackers with nuts or a glass of milk, pretzels and yogurt; hummus and
baked pita chips
It is important to eat recovery foods soon after each workout Waiting too long to eat after exercise can
actually reduce the rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis For those athletes that train multiple times a day.
replenishing the glycogen immediately after each workout is extremely important to help ensure an optimum level
of energy for the next workout
Also, recovery after exercise shouldn't be solely to restore glycogen You also want to replace water and
"lectrolytes used during exercise This can usually be achieved by dnnking a sports beverage with your snack
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Looking for the best on-campus job to
gain REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE?
Apply to be an

ADVERTISING
EXECUTIVE
for The Breeze!

iSmmusiLtiD'VJ
Big savings & free gear
with select models
• FREE motorized
wall mount, a s799 value
• FREE $100
Crutchfield gift card toward
your next purchase

ONLY ONE POSITION LEFT!!

Apply Today!
Deadline March 28th

540-568-6127
joblink.jmu.edu

Custom installation available from Crutchfield
Home. Car and Portable Audio ■ TVs ■ Digital Cameras

CRUTCHFIELD
Ctovecleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Cartton St. ■ (540) 434-1000

um«ed time oBtrs. 'Mule supplies last See store for detads and restrictions
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Taste of lew Orleans comes to the llurg
Cajun food, zydeco music, Mardi Gras-inspired
decorations and Southern hospitality make
customers feel like they're eating on Bourbon Street

engaging and friendly staff and a menu suited for a world of

different male buda.
If you're looking tor an amiable atmosphere with a New
Orleans VUM\ Bourbon St. is the place logo for lunch, dinner
OTI night out. The rest.uinint is located on Sonlh Mam Si. and
occupies the space that was former!) I he Indian restaurant
Bombay Oonitytrd Dressed with the essence of March (Iras,
the decorations provide .1 laid-back aura and compliment the
LouWana (taole at) la menu. Chalk graffiti on the brick WlDfl
brings 1 peraonal touch to the restaurant, which was decorated on a whim by customers and employees.
An extensive menu features entrees such asjambalaya; paella dishes uitha -picy kick, po-bo) sandwiches with chicken,
beef or steak; burgers, salads and a full appetizer menu and
bar. There are also wraps, sandwiches and healthy options
available along with a lunch buffet. Owner Dave Redmond
savs Bourbon St is a fresh concept in the area, a Cajun twist

'Hie staff appears to enjoy themselves while seningand
making conversation with customers. When asked what
the perks of working at Bourbon St. were, Tony Illusion
said. "Cash every night, a laid-back environment, and it is
convenient "
The airplane lights over the bar and stained glass chan
deliera add even more tlavor tO the apiced-Up decorations,
which revohre around the colors green, purple and yellow in
order to create an authentic Mardi Gras atmosphere. Flatscreen TVs add to the entertainment along with the y\<|. 1 0
music playing.
Bourbon St. is a laid-back and affordable place to unwind
and dine, grab a drink and perhaps listen to some li\e music
and write on the walls with chalk. The atmosphere and Deal
food ensures that customers will return to Bourbon St.

00 American cukme.

UaWU mtm

Each night of the week has a special Wcdnesda) night is
.lames Madison mght where students get 15 percent off all
food and drink specials all night and a D.I to get the dance
party started Other specials include margarita Monday
With$3 margaiitasaml Pal "I uesdax with $2 drinks. On Fridays and Saturdays there is live entertainment along with
\ at) Inj dunk specials Bverj day happy hour is from 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m.
"UltimJltely were here to give the customer what they
want, laid Redmond about the ataffa desire to please em
tomera That laenctrj wiut the weUomera ajet becanaa of me

m Sun Hiiin si luittnaai,fe22M
IMNM2-7M

Actress and musician shine in retro-pop debut album
Zooey Deschanel takes the
spotlight in collaboration with
Matt Ward in'Volume One'
BY ALEXAIKHCHEY
contributing writer

It - not every day that a well-established actnr or actress attempts leav'Volume One' ing (he land of film to show off
tin 11 musical skills, but Zooey
Deschanel's ("Almost Famous,"
Released on
"Klf") first attempt is an imMarch 18
Kir* album by artist pressive try. While she is certainly the star of this album.
lb■ isn't without help Smger/guitarist Matt Ward

•••*

is the second I1.1l 1 oi the sin & Hun pair, contribut- end. there's a line from This Is Not a Test" that
ing his nniqna atyk <>t guitar and talanta behind becomes doubly apropos with the recent onset nt
the scenes unhiding arranging and producing of spring, that "winters never quit/ but winters navel
(he album W.ud seems more th.in happ> to let De- last."
schanel steal the show Despite his acknowledged
'["he album maintains,1st \ list u.illy uncomplicated feel throughout: a simmusical talents (see 2006's album
Poet-H'(ir), In- remains mostK m 46
- pie rhythm, a twanging guitar
and the sound of Deschanel's
the backgrountl on Yulumv diw.
voice are often the lone instruonly stepping out to duet with I>c
...there really is a
ments in a song, but despite
schanel on two songs Drummer
standout quality in this the songs rarely ever feel
Rachel Blumberg and guitarist
lacking or bare, which is a tesMike Coykendall also make apDeschanel's voice.
tament to Ward's production
pearances on the album.
skills. When Ward comes out
The topics of Deschanel's of the booth to sing along with
55
songs - she wrote all but three
Deschanel, the pair really exon the album - range all over the emotional spec- cels; Ward's gruff voice acts as a perfect foil to
trum. The album opens with her lamenting on the Deschanel's syrupy sweet vocals. Their creative
problems of remaining sentimental, while later on covers of both the Beatles"! Should Have Known
"Black Hole" she remains upbeat as she sings about Better" and the Miracles "You Really Gotta Hold
riding alone on a bicycle bf two (in the optimistic on Me" snow off the strengths of both band

members.
Some critics might argue lhal il is flrHflu
nel s prior acting career thai gives any credence
to her fledgling musical one. thai without her
fame as an actress, her CD would not gather as
much attention as il has. hut I bag In ililter Sure.
some of the album's flaws can be glossed over on
account of cuteness - or maybe I'm just a sucker
fur things like when she laughs at the beginning
of tracks or makes kazoo noises with her mouth
- but there reall\ is .1 itaadoul Duality present
in Deschanel's voice. Her songs contain an irresistible and mesmerizing charm that can't be
denied. The surface of her potential seems only
scratched at, and with the pair's album ominously titled Volume One, it's possible we haven't
heard the last of She 81 Him.
Tracks to download: "Sentimental Heart,"
"Why Do You Let Me Stay Here?"and "You Reallv
Gotta Hold on Me."
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SafeRides WeeQ 2008f

NOW HIRING

Advertising Executive

Mon March 24 One Night One Ride One Life

Deadline March 28th

(ONOROL) Crafton-Stovall 7pm with speaker Mark Sterner presenting
•DUI a Powerful Us ion"

joblink.jmu.edu

Tues March 25 Hot Rod Hot Bod Date Auction
Festival Ballroom 7 pm
sponsored by
Kappa Alpha Theta
Alpha Sigma Alpha &
SafeRides

Wed March 26 Rocboff
Festival Drum 9 pm

KADI AM I TESTPREPAND
ixnrLnny ADMISSIONS

(540) 568-7433
Please come out and support SafeRides!!
lames Madison University
ergs.lmu.edu/saferides

Caribbean Tan

GREclass
starting soon!

Thanks for voting us BEST tanning
salon in The 'Burg!!

T»ci

Tan in basic beds
until May for

GRE Class Starting:
March 26
x«r

M/WC0JMU

$39
(With this coupon only.)
bajfcMN II on

Buy 1 month get
1 month

FREE!
(includes all beds)

Higher GRE score guaranteed or your money back."
Call or visit us online today to enroll!

1 |
tipunOI'JI 06 I
—

,
_
f
JMU S 3 Be$t LOCatlOnS

Aaoss The JMU Entrant*
UiSHiiiwdeAv*
54Q-437-91M

Hamsonburg Oosstng
215 Burgess Road
5404*8-9989

1-800-KAP-TEST

| kaptest.com/gre

J

Food Uon Shopping Orttr*
1019PodRapubtkRoad
MO *M MM

6GRA0OO7 'GRE « ■ registered r/ademarti of It* Educettonal Testing Service "Conditions end restrictions apply
For complete guarantee eagtbaay requirements visrt Molest com/hag The Higher Score Guarantee only apptee to
Kaplan courses taken and completed «ithm the United Stales. Canada. Menco. the United Kingdom, and France

I'm an Environmental Studies major.
And I'm on track for an MBA."
LUKE SUROWIEC

Earn an MBA in less time with Fast Track,
the MBA program for college seniors
and recent graduates.
• Designed for students with no previous business courses
• Allend an intensive 12-credit two-monlh MBA "Hoot Camp"
• I ram the essentials of business in a dynamic hands-on
program with real-world business projects
• Partkapate in a vibrant learning: environment
• (lain Ihe knowledge, skills, and insights necessary to manage
complex organi/alions
• I-earn broad principles of management, finance,
and marketing
• IVactice intangible skills such as leadership, communication,

and business strategy
• Affordable tuition: In state, $3,550.
(hit of state, $5,670.

STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
Chat with Fast Track faculty advisors
or current students online at
s tonybrookfas ttrackmba. info.
Or e-mail us at mba@stonybrook.edu
to arrange a meeting.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

....

Editor: Tim Chapman
Assistant Editor: Matthew MrGovern
broezesports@gmail.com
(S40) 568-6709

www.thebreeze.org
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Baker and Baranowsky highlight Pro Day
lYwissmw
if«!W wtiltr

The ultimate goal of many collegiate level lootball players' careers is to leave school with the opportunity to play in the NFL. On Wednesday, three
JMU football players look one step further towards
.ichieving that goal.
Along with athletes from Bridgewater. VM1
and Ferrum. JMU wide receiver I..C. Baker, ileten
sive tackle John Baranowsky and linebacker Justin
Barnes participated in Pro Day at Bridgeforth Stadium. Players were |H'rforming lor scouts from the
Philadelphia Kagles and the New York Giants with
the hope of one day earning the chance to play for
an NFL team.
"Getting in the NFL is like attracting a boyfriend

or girlfriend," coach Mickey Matthews said. "It only
takes one team to like you. 31 teams could not like you.
but if one team does, you have a good opportune
The athletes were evaluated based on their performances in the 40-yard dash, vertical jump and
225-pound bench press rep, other things.
Highlights included a 4.38 40 time from Baker,
and Baranowsky*s 28 reps on the bench press.
Given the rainy conditions on Wednesday.
Baker's time was even more imprcsM\ ■
The 5-foot-7 wideout was hurt for the majority of the 2007 season. He needed and used the
Pro Day as an opportunity to show scouts what he
could not throughout his senior year.
Along with his injury, Baker has had to battle
questions about his size at the pro level throughout
his career.

"I feel my speed really makes up for a lot of
nrj ris ." Baker, who wdfhed
in at 161 pounds prior to the
workout, said. There are
guys that may be about three
inches taller or more than
me, so I don't think its gonna
overweigh that equation completely, but speed I think takes
up for that."
While Baker made now
on the field, Baranowsky left
his mark in the weight room. _
His 28 reps were tops in the Boranowsky
field, and his 32-inch vertical
was comparable to those of smaller, quicker receivers and backs.

"Overall, I felt pretty well," the 6-foot-,), 286
defensive tackle said. "Basically, you get out
there for several months and put the work in and
you hope that it will all go well today. I think overill it <M<1
From here, Baranowsky continues to work in
ho|M'.s for a call from an NFL team in April.
From here on out I'm definitely gonna pursue
the NFL That's definitely the dream, and I'm gonna pursue it to the fullest."
But if the NFL doesn't work out. he would be
content with uq pr.ji. ..iimal football league.
" If things don't work out and other things present themselves, like Arena and Canada, that's also
pretty high in my book," Baranowsky said. 'I think
the fact to just be paid to play football is a dream
in itself too."
]H jiiml

No easy road
for JMU lacrosse
BYSEAN Y0UNGBFRG

ittlf.l.'e.

The road thai the JMU lacrosse team travels this
season isn't laid with golden hricks. It's long and winding, .ind has included four opponents ranked in the top
15 so far.
The Dukes lost all four of those games, and are 3-4
as a result. Bui all ofthOM games were on the road.
Traveling is tnugh," JMU —nior attacker Annie
Wagner said. "A new environment, a new field, it can be
ehallenging."
Regardless, JMU expects to meet those challenges.
"Our losses didn't occur because of location," JMU
junior defender Jess Brophy said.
But for the most part, the Dukes have been able to
stay close in those tough road games.
In JMU's first game of the season, No. 13 Dartmouth
^^^^^^^^^ scored with 57 seconds left in sudI den-death overtime to hand JMU a
^fj^^
I 9-8 road loss.
^^^^^
The following game .it No. 10
I Yale was much of the same. The
I Dukes led 3-0 early, but a goal by
I Yale attacker Kat Peetz with a little
B^^ M I BWM (ban eight minutes left lifted
■fra^l I Yale to a 10-9 victory.
"I don'I believe in home field
I advantage," JMU senior attacker
I Natasha Fuchs said. " But there's
FuOiS
definitely a difference.... the teams
we're playing on the road, they're
top 10 teams."
Fuchs led JMU with three goals at Yale, as Madison
lost its second game of the season and fell to 0-2.
With their rocky start behind them, the Dukes are
trying to build a resume that would garner an at-large
bid to the NCAA tournament. Despite losing 17-10 at
No. 7 Princeton on Wednesday, the Dukes have won
three out of their last five games.
The Dukes' next game is in Charlottcsville on
Wednesda> to 1.ike on No, 3 University of Virginia.

Senior forward Tomeia Young become JMU's oH-finw leading worer earlier ihrs season entering the NIT. she is averaging 19 3 poMh and 10 rebounds per gome

JMU gets Radford in NIT
After NCAA snub, JMU
gets consolation game
lYMAnHEWMCGOVERN
itthtent sports editor

ummaxsi/ikp
Senior midfielder Julie Stone drives downfteld against Virginia lech in
JMU's 12 8 victory Mordi I?. The Dukes ore 34 after losing to Princeton.

The JMU women's basketball team
bad it> bubble hurst Monday night after
the NCAA tournament selection com
mittee left Madison out of the field.
"Obviously we're a little hit disappointed because we got 1 taste ot
the good life, so to speak, with the
NCAAs," Brooks said, referring to
Madison's 2007 NCAA tournament
berth against Pittsburgh, which JMU
lost 71-61.
Instead ol receiving another atlarge bid to the NCAAs, Madison will
host Radford in a 7 p.m. first-round
Women's Nntional Invitation Tournament matchup Thursda>

As it turns out. JMU (22-0. o\crall, 14-4 in the Colonial Athletic Association) doesn't even have a bye.
The top four seeds
in each region receive first-round Women's
team tournament,
and Madison In 1
among that group
of 12 teams. But the
home game against
Radford was some
consolation

for a

Basketball
Thutsoojf

Radford at JMU
fpjo

ConvonMon
Grata

team that has dealt
with injuries and a limited roster the
entire season.
"The first thought was, we were
glad we got a home game," Brooks said.
"I'm a little bit surprised we didn t get
a bye. but we'll take the home game
and at this point in the season, you
want as mam as you can get."
But Brooks also alluded to the tact

that he expects a sizeable contingent
of opposing fans at the Convocation
Center, given that Radford is less than
150 miles from Harrisonburg.
And while JMU may have been
snubbed b> the selection committee,
Radford was a basket away from an
automatic bid to the NCAAs.
The Highlanders (23-11. 8-4) lost
to Liberty in the Big South tournament championship game. 66-65. But
Radford coach Jeri Porter said the
team is moving on and is focused on
slowing down JMU.
"JMU's a little bit bigger, and
probably .1 little bit more athletic at
some key positions." Porter said in a
phone interview Wednesday. "A key
for us is gonna be slowing them down
in transition."
The winner of Thursday's game
»ill advance to play at Indiana on
Saturday at 7 p.m. The Hooalan are
|8-M overall, lO-fl in the Big Ten.

This Week in JMU Sports
r

Thursday, March 20
— Baseball vs. Stony Brook, 3 p.m.
— Women's Basketball in the National Invitation Tournament opening round vs. Radford,
7 p.m.
Hriday, March 21
— Track & Field @ Wake Forest (Day 1), All Day
— Softball vs. Hofstra, Game 1 — 2 p.m.,
Game 2 - TBD
— Baseball @ Old Dominion, 7 p.m.

Saturday, March 22
— Track & Field @ Wake Forest (Day 2), All Day
— Softball vs. Hofstra, 12 p.m.
— Baseball (&1 Old Dominion, 4 p.m.
— // WOMEN'S BASKETBALL BEATS RADFORD: <a> Indiana, 7 p.m.
— Women's Golf (S1 First Market Bank Intercollegiate, TBA
Sunday, March 23
—Baseball @ Old Dominion, 2 p.m.

(OWkv HifllieBWnm-'x '>'rJwiJm
BFiTFeTi 1 ►■(<! lit 1 TmBt

W(!MlM@^ifciaMJl 1
fu 1 j^ifi it r<i> ny Kj i>ti mifi (^
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golden,
corral
Everyone deserves a good meal.
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS

CALL 564-0477

d^shby
rossing
Looking For The Time
Of Your Life?

PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

Asthma Study

IB

Do you have Asthma?
Volunteers (ages 18 to 40 years
old) are needed fen ,i study about
asthma and the common cold
The goal is to improve asthma
are You must have asthma and
not smoke Screening will involve
•i ■
■ Based on
suits, those who qualif) can
enroll in a 7-week study with payment up 10 $1250. A 4-d,i\ sia)
in a hotel is an important part of
this study All study-related testedicaubnsand the hotel sta)

u

w ith loom s
i provided at
nochai
Aill be ongoing through February
Screening near |\1l!. along with
reimbursemeni foi travel
will lx- available
For more Information and question*, please call or email.

Stop by today and fill out your
application. Spaces are running
out quickly!
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D
E, F, G, H
I,J,K,L

UVA Asthma and Alk
Diseases C enter

1191 Devon Lane

434-982-3510
hts@virginia.edu

Harrison burg, VA 22801
540-432-1001

inBHSR«13236

www.ashbycrossing.com

VKRSITY
RGIN1A

IlKAmiMtriM

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

www.uvahealth.com

T^li&sfefeiM)

Kftreftefl

G§&$bt3&o (SSSS& Q££fi QJEBJIJD

Tht Qothmlim Project
Contact Kristen Brady at bradyka@jmu.edu for more info

www.thebreeze.org
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B<K)KS UT* off moM of rair I .(100
lilies Wch p<i«c ssssvsbookssonnanclsilserflshcom

HANDY PERSON WANTED EOR
VtriaW i>dd jobs and gardening spring
and Mimmcr Musi fuse o»n transpor-

Wanted )

tation. S9 hour References, please Call
HOt'SF. FOR RIM 1 I OSF. IO
CAMPUS S High Si near laste of 111.11
I 4BR 2 huh J12X11 per monlh KM I
call pece al-17K -<2'.l
HOUSE How for Rcnl 4 Bedrooms
1001 ChK-ajo Ave Renl/der»«il $325/
pcrvm plus utilities MO 434 2106 or
540246-58'*.
SUMMER STORAGE!' Storage unit
rental all summer for Sim ("all for
more details Acorn Mini Storage (5401
574-3*47

NEW TOWNHOUSE ■ Emerson U
New 3 bedroom loss nhouse. only I prior
tenant. available Aug 1.2008. S410 mo
for large master bedroom, with vaulted
ceiling and prisute bathroom. 1360 mo
for each of 2 other bedrooms Convenient to JMU Call (540)421 1969 or
email jiie .lafauci'i merck.citm

[Help Wanted]
WfcPAYUPTO$75per*urve> »w«
< n'tl'lldl'l III ilk i. Mil

to carefreehomehealth com or call 4349898

IBARTKNDING' $2S0 Day Potential
NO l.«penence Necessary
Ir.iimnj'
Available (800J965-6520XT2I2
TEXTBOOK BWYBACK STAFFSlV
HK Online lc*lbook company needs
20 college students lo staff ic\irx«ik
buyback events al local private high
schools in May and June KHOhrVwk
»Hh fle\ hrsto lit your sked I mail
resume lo
winnie impcno«t varsilybooks com

3 BEDROOM/2 5 BATH TOWNHOUSE. Walk to campus, AC, V. n
Quiel Neighborhood Available in June
Yearl^ase S975monlh shanl/ldwjmu
edu or (5401908 8923

WANThD: CAMP COUNSELORS
Escape to the Shenandoah Moun
tains of West Virginia. Timber Ridge
Camp is a Co-ed overnight tamp seeking, (un, energetic staff, to work with
children for the summer Top salaries.
travel allowances, great people 800258-2267 wwwtrcarnpscom Email:
Trcamps'a aol com

MOVINO'IJVINO
OFKAMPUS'
Go to sscbjmucduosilistings.htm.
IMI sollitial Mie lor ofl campus hous
ing. roommates, and furniture G real for
advertising suUel rentals

SUMMER JOB Live and vso* on the
Outer Banks (Nags Head arca< Ns«
hiring for all positions. Visit »»»
mworth com for more information and
an application

NEW TOWNHOME FOR RENT
ONLY
7
THREE
BEDROOMS
TOWNHOMES LEFT Available fur
nished or unlumished (All fOIMt
15401438 0401

UreGUAHM NEEDED Virginia
Pod Sen ices is now hiring lifeguards
at all levels for its community and
indoor pools in Prince William, Spolsylvunia, Stafford and Rappahannock
.■mnticv Training available. Full &
Part time positions available w flexible
noun Call 866.422 7665 or 5712484400. email vaps«t corneas! net. or go
in ssv* tapoolwrvices com for employ
menl application and tax forms (5711
248 440

LARGE ONE BEDR(X)M APARTMENT. Great location, almost ness.
W/D. Dishssashcr. AC, Available 8/17.
No petf. vvvvwdogsvoodcommoos com.
,540 J H I St,"
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE.
two blocks tioni campus with basement
and W/D, Available 7/1/08 or 8/17fJ8,
S650mo .
svsvss doftvstMHjcommons
comsvalnui hlml (5401433 1569
HUNTERS RIIXiF 2 HIHRIMISI
2 Full Balh. You pay S395 (full rent
amount! We pay water electric-cable.
Available May )une. (7031 5I7-»200

For Sale
JbEPWKANGLLK I OR SALfc 1998
I03K mi CDMP3 Sound Bar Soft
Top. 2in Lift Ready (or Top Down
: r (ircii condition. S7W0OBO
Cool nxtra-v *wwlaikc>rnaniom/
Ktphiml or 4K(M) 7)2-1718

SI RSIVi si I Dl SIS Home Health
needed ftw summer and year
KXf-aj irOffc Ml Sbifta illlllalllli Apply

M MM K l( )H Camp (ireenway al the
Madeira School m McLean. VA is looking for energetic, fun and'responsible
college Ofl adults hi till counselor and
instructor positions this summer lor
more inlormation or to obtain an application, VIMI <mr ucbsite http:''www1 madeira nrg loday_at_madenu'campgreenway.aspx or email knew some'fl madeira
urg. (703(556 8213
imsmpl
|>K l (RES. Virginia
Beach. \A Best Si MMLR JOB On
The BEACH Make SI0K+. Celebrity
Status, Great Ian Apply & Learn More
"> ocheaehphotm com Housing Available! Come Join The Fun!

LIFEGUARD .STAFF
ft CASHIERS WANTED
Westoser Swimming Pool in
Hamsonburg Competitive wages
Afternoon, evening & weekend
hours Applications accepted until
positions are tilled
(340)434-0517 for information
Ask for Brian

BABY

MITER Summer babysitter,
■eJj M.lcm. 2 boys 9*7.
M Hi [00 Iro. math & reading tutoring. «»imming.ha.sehall. lacrosse. vide«>
games Must have references and car.
( ft| 'in 2(15 0947
110 PER HOUR Family owned business
looking for a hardworking individual for
Spring & Summer outdoor work Must
be able to lift at least 50lbs Start Imme

CAMXHVQtS NBBDBD ID super

diatel> (540)433-1133

vise groups Of little dancers during
their concert rehearsal week in Wilson
Auditorium. May |9th-25th Must he
able to work all dates and dOMO, 2
3 hours per day between the hours of
3 45-8 45 p.m. Mun.-Tnurv of week
specified, and 6-10 pm Sat Ma> 24ih.
2-6 p.m Sun May 25lh References required Call 810-3631

POSfTTVI PLACE EOR KIDS Part
time Youth Development Professionals
needed for ihc rest of the school yew hour- \l-r 2:00 - 6:00pm Summer Program help is also needed Would work
J shift in between 7jm to 6pm. Send
resume to meaner'" hgchrorg

DANCE ACADEMY interviewing
lor pan time dance instructors for fall
2008-spring 2009 Must have cat and
be willing to stay through May 2009
Numerous dance forms taught Expert
ence preferred Call 110-3631
HOUSE CLEANER AND ERRAND
runner needed Must have own car
Keleren«.eweuuired ( .ill 110 ".'I

MILS MOV
Massammen
Resort
Kkfcofl <ir.ulu.iies Welcome Summer
jobs also available for coniinuinj! stu
denis 2d ciles representatives needed
for the besi job m the Shenandoah Valley' Show clients around our 5-star
resort and have fun! 45O0O-50JJ00 +
per year Guaranteed (raining1 I'nhe
hevable bcncHts! See for yourself! Call
Victor now 54(L2K964I8 or Buckley
VKioi^vali.Knoni

HI M SI MAI I I arge home with shared
kitchen Own suite with private entrance
I tilities included Pool Privilege PniH
sHKialorOrad Student 271 2773.
SUMMER AD SALES and Marketing
Internship Job lull lime. Paid position
Valuable sales and mktg exp for Plan
It Hamsonburg. the FREE planner for
students (-KF.AI RF-Sl Ml H( H >S I
ER' Call Phil 6l0-6*JlV8384. cst KM
phil«* studenlmediagroup.com
APTS WANTED Attention Graduating
Seniors We need apts to sublet dunng
the summer If your lease runs through
August please contact Bob Wease 4.34
5019 (work! or 433-0092 (home),
SUMMER BEACH RENTAL Fumnthed
room for rent in our house in the Outer
Banks. I or 2 people 1400. person'*eek
Cheaper (han any really' (252) 216-9949

KTrave* *

W.int to capitalize on
the ( Iraduation Weekend
craziness?

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE'S
GRADUATION GUIDE
APRIL 24TH!

NAGS lll.AIi 4 Month Sludenl Summer
Rentals. Mas-Aug. seahreezerealcs com
(2521255-6328

Looking for the best on-campus job to
gain REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE?

Apply to be an

ADVERTISING
EXECUTIVE
for The Breeze!

ONLY ONE POSITION LEFT!!

Sunshine Week engages people in conversations about open
government and why it must be nurtured and protected if we are to
preserve our rights and liberties. Reminding candidates that access to
information is important to people makes the issue vital not just during
election season, but hopefully dunng the administrations of those elected

Apply Today!
Deadline March 28th

Find out what the people who want to represent you think about your right
to know what they're doing — whether ifs a general statement of principle,
or a more specific query about something in your community.

540-568-6127

breeze

Jome< Modison UnivinJty's. Sludenl Ntwipoiei

C-WEEK
YOUR RK.HT TO KNOW

sunshini-week.org

s
s
0

s
s
s
s
(

c.ili now to reserve your space!
540.568.6127

Government Access Is For Everyone

At the core of our system of government is the unwavering belief thai
democracy can succeed only with an informed, participatory electorate —
truly a government of. by and for the people

s
s
s

Looking for the perfect way to /
congratulate .i graduate?

joblink.jmu.edu
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I APPEAL

SUPER CROSSWORD

ACROSS

The one & only

I CommediadeH'
5 One of the Mavericks
9 Seraglio

Anthony's Campus Pizza

14 Telescope view
19 Clark's coworkcr
20 "An apple

Pick-up Specials
(540) 432-0200

. "

21 Catherine oi "Home
Alone"
22 Mindful

1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

23 Slan of a remark hy
John Ycck
25 - button
26 Neighbor of Nigeria
27 Confused

Pick-up Specials

28 Artist Mondnan
30 Apprehend

X-Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
>
X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 j
X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 ,

M Winter hazard
33 Lincoln or Zumwali
35 Swerve
39 Slavic soup
42 Part 2 of remark
47 King slat
48 Pull the Trigger?

49 - -nez
50 Western lake
53 Fit for fanning
56 Patois
58 Rag man?
60 - lily
61 Raisond62 Big hit I
64 Creepy Christopher
65 Word on a fuse
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

Hometown Music
PISTTAL RECORDERS
An USB immcts
*u AT wtmmm

Zoo- 16-TrKk.tHCDk.nwr

KEYBOARDS,

PA

AND

MORE...

70 Spice-rack item
71 Part 3 of remark
74 Pan 4 of remark

lo-Tr*. ^>»^'
DijHe- RKtim frwa
Bon, T«««& Zoom. USB iattrfoeet

Tmtm u 6 Jtttt

NEW DRUM SETS IH STOCK ** **

- " *

FROMTAMA&TAW

-

A

GUITAR BARGAINS

Ibetwr Complete Acoustic fatkaqes

Lifetime HmM

10 6 Mnhff rMty/lO-5 Saturday
2990 S Main -434 4159

69 Farm feature

homelownmusic.net
No« CeW.i it HeowtW:
Optietl & Con S/PDIF,
Flrwire, USB, and
Heavy-Duty Block AC
Exteejlon CeWet

o»ly $499.99

68 Suffix with racket

127 End of remark

40 Hearsay

129 natron
I.VI Johnson ol"Brief En
counter"

131 Sometime i\ \ iwoM
I U Stylish
111 (iold bug?
114 Meal
I ts Couturier CMM
I 16 Diner larr

41 rV'l "One

88 Shiva and Ganesha
Beyond"

45 Pulls logclhei
46 They 're very wellarmed

98 Bible feature

47Tic-

101 Affliction

MM

M

Message to Michael"

singer

M Isl.inuc deity

102 Overhead item?

52 Muralisl Rivera

103 Couple

54 Point the ringer at

104 Add nutrients

55 Revere's signal

109 li,

57 llailiv.uk

106 Designer Lniilio

3 Canterbury ,an>

58 Ellman ol "Dharma &

l07Ma,i,- ■ gbofce

82 Rule

4 Value

Greg"

84"-Angel" CdO smash I

5 Humbug lead in

59 Born

IIJ Get - (retaliate!
114 Bismarck or Kruger

86 Persona

6 him

63 Pniper

115 Purpose

90 Publishing magnate

7 Punjabi prtlicoil
8 Anklebiler

66 Wilder works

117 luiki.h title

67 Wd segment

TOWbeguy

HI" can't be!"
119 linpicss

71 Defendant

121

72 Prelim

122 l-i'gal matter
124 Slangy suflix

77 Skin problem
78 Monte RUM. tor DM

DOWN

79 Dion's "Runa round" girl 1 See 87 Down
2 Carrol or parsnip
Hti Mitchell homestead
81 Glowing

92 Diva Renata
94 Author's afterthought

95 Asia's mistress
96 With 91 Down, liber

u

Behave like a bunny
10 "Gotcha1
11 Sought office
12 "- gobragh!"

roll

97 Urchins

13 A la King?

73 Lack of reeling
74 Peed a tire

99 Fuss and feathers

14 Bandleader Calloway

75 Use another blue

125 Rocker Ocasck
I M Babble

100 Part 5 of remark

15 Be in debt

pencil'.'

128 Med lest

105 Patron

Ih Hyper

76 faucet problem

17 fiomm or Segal
18 Doctrine

77 Landon or Kjcllin

•owe*

108 Chore

71 Posinon

24 Biggest part ot i

Ibanez Solid Top

110 Baby rat

29 Recipe abbr.

Acoustic Package

HI Lady of the lea

31 Reggae s Marley

X> MoM minute

113 Eastern discipline

34 r-emale zebra

85

116 Furious

36 German astronomer

film)

120 Part owner!

37 New York county

87 With I

123 Tower material!

38 Tow truck feature

Liberty" director

Only $149

93 California
'14 II,,,,Til

44 Aspect

109 "The Longest Day"
author

Alto available

81 Conceit

'ii See M Across

42 Gumbo veggie
43 Stable youngster
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Check out the
answers to
today's puzzle
at
thebreeze.org
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April 18 8pm Convo
Tickets Still Available
Warren Box Office
$24w/JAC(limit2*)
$28 Reserved & Public

•additional tix $28

w/ opening act DIPLO
University Program Board I
Jarooa Miidiaon Univrally,

